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 This girl loved stars.  They glinted and gleamed from her blanket of  
grass outside to the glow of  the ceiling in her bedroom where florescent stars 
spun round on her ceiling fan blades.  She adorned stars, wore them in her 
loose curls, ears, stickers on her nails.  She donned a belt much like Orion’s 
with three stars wrapped about her waist.
 Over time, she grew up and grew out of  stars.  They dimmed and 
lost their shimmer to boys, cars, school, and life.  Her hair darkened from 
a light blonde to a deep brunette.  She fell in and out of  love, fought with 
friends, cried with friends, and laughed with friends.  Her parents adored her 
and called her their “ray of  sunshine.”  
 The sun is also a star.  It burns as the star at the center of  this world’s 
universe.  The bright beams reach out to Earth in the morning and leave with 
lingering flickers at the waning of  each night.
 One night, the sun long left, the stars hidden by city lights, her 
parents gathered the children together in the living room.
 “Divorce,” they said.
 The girl and her siblings sat on the overstuffed couches in stunned 
silence.  The dim light created shadows under their widened eyes.  Their 
parent’s love had dwindled and faded.  The girl sat with an expression as 
black as the night sky above them.  But she was the first to move.  She 
stole the children away and drove around the town in her car looking at the 
twinkle of  the Christmas lights.  The radio blared Christmas music to drown 
any other sounds the children made.
 Sometimes, stars shed too much of  their outer layer.  They become 
too small and shrinks in on themselves.  And disintegrate to what are known 
as a white dwarfs.  The white dwarfs lose their plasma, which is what stars 
are comprised of.  These dwarfs cannot grow and turn into black dwarfs over 
time and fade.
 The girl’s father moved out of  the house, remarried, and restarted 
life.  Life in her house continued with brief  and sparse interruptions from 
her father.  Conversations drifted into tense silence.  She never asked much 
of  her father, just how he was doing, activities and projects he had been 
working on, till one day she needed a cosigner for a student loan to go to 
college.  Her mom’s credit was in shambles, much like the economy, from 
trying to keep a house and five children.  So she turned to the other figure in 
her life.
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 She drove to him and his wife’s one story ranch style house that 
looked like every other place on the block.  A glance upwards, as she walked 
the cracked cement driveway, in order to search for guidance from the stars, 
but found a blank sky.  Inside, her father’s face reflected the sky; his wife 
standing behind him in the kitchen.
 She knew the no that would be forming on his lips.
 One of  his fingers slid a piece of  paper across the countertop 
towards her.  And he began his tirade full of  facts, figures, and mathematical 
problems.
 “This is the total amount of  child support I pay each year for you 
kids.”
 A sum was stuffed under her nose, “But you kicked me off  child 
support before I had even graduated,” she said, her face crinkling into 
dismay.
 He grabbed another paper without responding, “This is the total 
amount I pay for you kids’ insurance every year.”
 She stared dumbfounded at the numbers before her, numbers that 
her mom and stepdad would never show her had situations been reversed.  
Words began babbling out of  her mouth faster than the numbers he had 
place before her.  The numbers that were more important than her.
 Sometimes, when stars become too heavy, they can no longer support 
their own weight.  The core creates a sudden collapse as the tiny molecules 
of  itself  are driven into one another.
 Her father snapped.  Something flowed out of  her mouth that 
shouldn’t have left.  He slammed his open palm onto the dull colored 
countertop.  
 “Your mom is a fucking whore who was fucking that man long 
before I ever moved out.  They were a couple a long time before your mom 
and I split.”
 The girl’s hand hit the same counter, smaller and less loud, long 
before she registered its movement, “that’s not true.  What about you and 
her?”  Her finger pointed at the sallow, pig-like woman behind him.  “You 
seemed to find her quickly enough after the papers were signed.”
 His wife’s mouth opened in surprise and was covered by one pudgy 
hand.  Her dad’s eyebrows flew into the roots of  his graying hair before 
coming back together in pinched anger.  The girl’s courage snapped and she 
sunk to the floor into the smallest ball possible.
 When stars collapse in on themselves, a shockwave of  energy occurs 
in a massive explosion.  This is called a supernova.  A supernova can emit 
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more light in this short period than the sun will emit in its lifetime.  It is 
often mistaken as a new star in the galaxy. However, the larger the star, the 
larger the remnants that are left behind. If  a star is large enough, a black hole 
will be left in its wake.  Black holes are places in space where nothing is safe.  
Once it hits the point of  no return, it will be sucked into the unknown matter 
beyond.
 Her father stood on the opposite side of  the counter and played with 
a piece of  thread from a dishtowel while she cried in a crouch on the floor.  
 “Rae,” he said.
 “No,” she said.
 She uncurled her body.  When her face popped over the edge of  the 
counter, he saw the set of  her jaw and the fury in her stance.  Her hair was 
disheveled around her face and one bang drooped over an eye.
 “It hurts doesn’t it?” he said.
 “I’m leaving,” she said.
 His face melted.  His cheeks sagged and eyes turned down.  The girl 
turned from his pleading expression that was trying to suck her back in, slid 
open the sliding glass door and left.
 Sometimes the outer layers of  an exploded star can be swept up by 
the universe.  This black mass of  heavy elements form together to create a 
new star.  The black compacts and bursts to white, a new star to shine on a 
new night.
